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Abstract Data show increasing oil extraction rates accompanied by increasing proven reserves over the last decades. This suggests the existence of research by oil companies aimed at increasing their stocks (e.g. exploration or improved extraction techniques). Increasing oil prices act as an incentive to perform that kind of research and hence potentially postpone the development of clean alternative energies. This has significant consequences for optimal environmental policies. We propose a model of directed technical change with clean and dirty energy in production which is able to replicate the recent trends in the data on oil production and reserves. Our results show that ignoring research in extraction technologies leads to suboptimal climate policy and, in particular, carbon taxes that are too high and research subsidies to clean energy that are too low.
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Introduction



Recent scientific evidence shows that human activity has a non-negligible impact on climate change (see for instance the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC (2014)). From an economic point of view, climate change is not neutral. It can generate direct costs (such as the cost associated with the protection of coastal areas from the rise in sea levels or with more frequent extreme weather events), affect productivity (e.g., agricultural productivity depends on variations in climatic conditions) or directly influence agents’ welfare (effect on health, migration and potential conflicts). This raises the question of the long-run sustainability of methods of production intensive in polluting sources of energy such as fossil fuels. Increasing and widespread concerns about climate change in the early 1990s led to several attempts towards international coordination (starting with the Kyoto protocol in 1997) in order to decrease carbon emissions. It also led to a growing economic literature studying optimal environmental policy. Recently, optimal environmental policy has been studied in models of directed technical change with two sources of energy: polluting fossil fuel and alternative clean energy. Research is directed to the most profitable sector and allows for endogenous response of technical change to changes in environmental policies (e.g., carbon taxes or research subsidies). The exhaustibility of most polluting sources of energy (in particular oil and other fossil fuels) is also central to the question of climate change policy as it influences energy prices and hence the energy mix and research direction. Availability of fossil fuel can be assessed at any time by the level of proven reserves. The evolution of oil proven reserves over the last decades is reported in Figure 1. It shows a clear upward trend which suggests that oil companies have invested in exploration of new oil fields and in new extraction techniques (e.g. fracking and extraction methods for oil sands). The goal of this paper is to study how optimal environmental policy is altered when research, which can improve extraction technologies (and hence increase proven 2



reserves), is added to a model of directed technical change with two sources of energy. Since Nordhaus’ seminal papers in the early 1990s, a large body of economic literature has investigated the optimal response to climate change in general equilibrium models. Nordhaus (1992, 1993, 1994) proposes a dynamic general equilibrium model of economic growth and climate change (the so-called DICE model). In his model, the economic effect of climate change is modeled through the impact of increased CO2 concentration on global temperature which in return affects productivity. Another model of climate change with exogenous technological change is proposed in MacCracken et al. (1999). However, the literature has rapidly acknowledged the importance of modeling endogenous technical change to capture the response of technological change to changes in prices and policies. Several models have built on the endogenous growth literature (e.g., Romer (1990) or Aghion and Howitt (1992)) to study endogenous technological change in climate change models (see for instance Buonanno et al. (2003) and Nordhaus (2002)).1 Following Acemoglu (1998, 2002), several recent papers have introduced directed technical change in models of climate change (see for instance Popp (2004), Grimaud et al. (2011) and Acemoglu et al. (2016)). Research is endogenously directed to either clean or dirty sectors of production according to the relative profitability of these two sectors. This takes into account the effect of prices on the direction of technological progress. In particular, when the dirty source of energy is exhaustible, its price eventually goes up leading to higher incentives to redirect research to clean alternative sources of energy or to energy-saving innovations (see Newell et al. (1999), Popp (2002) and Aghion et al. (2016) who provide empirical evidence of the impact of high energy prices on R&D in energy efficiency and clean energy). Directed technical change also introduces an additional role for subsidies to clean energy research. Grimaud and Roug´e (2005), Golosov et al. (2014) and Acemoglu et al. (2012) consider optimal environmental policy when the dirty source 1



More extensive literature reviews on exogenous and induced technical change in models of climate change can be found in L¨ oschel (2002), Gillingham et al. (2008) and Popp et al. (2010).
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of energy is exhaustible. However, existing general equilibrium models of climate change do not consider innovation in exploration and extraction technologies when the reserves of dirty energy are limited. Indeed, most polluting sources of energy (and in particular fossil fuels) are exhaustible whereas most clean sources of energy tend to be renewable (e.g., wind or solar power). Although it is true that increasing dirty energy prices create an additional incentive to invest in alternative energies, it also generates an incentive to try to find new sources of dirty energy. For instance, increasing oil prices can encourage more extensive hydrocarbon exploration leading to discoveries of new oil fields which are added to existing reserves. It can also foster research and development in extraction technologies which makes known but previously unavailable sources of oil producible (e.g., fracking and other methods to extract unconventional sources of oil such as oil sands). This can eventually further postpone the development of alternative energies without government intervention and hence increase pollution and climate change in the future. This is consistent with the observed trends in oil extraction and proven reserves. In this context, our paper also relates to the literature on optimal exploration of nonrenewable resources (see for instance, Pindyck (1978), Deshmukh and Pliska (1980) and Pindyck (1980)). More recently, the impact of climate treaties on optimal oil exploration has been studied by Berg et al. (2002). However, this literature does not study the role of R&D in extraction technologies or resource exploration in a general equilibrium model of climate change. Models which do not account for research in extraction technologies are not able to generate the observed upward trend in proven reserves of oil (coupled with increased oil extraction) over the last decades (see Figure 1). The existence of this additional research sector can potentially create an additional motive for government intervention. It can not only increase the potential total “stock” of pollution but it can also postpone the development of alternative sources of clean energy as researchers can be diverted from
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Figure 1: Extraction and proven reserves of oil (source: BP Statistical Review 2013)
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clean to extraction technologies. Hence, our model captures two important consequences of research in extraction techniques: an increased stock of potential pollution and a delay in clean technology development. Whereas the former could be studied with existing models through appropriately defined total stock of oil and extraction costs, the latter effect needs technological change to be potentially endogenously directed to extraction technologies. In this context, our goal is to provide new insights about the intensity and timing of optimal environmental policy and the optimal mix of policy instruments. In particular, we study the relative role of carbon taxes and research subsidies in the optimal policy. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present the structure of our model in Section 2. We then derive the laissez-faire equilibrium, calibrate the model to the data and present its dynamics in Section 3. In Section 4, we determine the timing and structure of optimal environmental policy. Section 5 concludes.
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The model



We propose a model of climate change with technical change which can be either directed to clean or dirty energy efficiency following Acemoglu et al. (2012). We assume that dirty energy is exhaustible and we introduce an additional R&D sector in which scientists can improve dirty energy extraction technology and hence increase the stock of polluting energy. Time is discrete with infinite horizon. The economy is populated by a continuum of identical households. A final good is produced using two intermediate goods which are themselves produced using labor, machines and one of the two available sources of energy (clean or dirty). Pollution comes from the use of the dirty source of energy in the production of intermediate goods. Clean and dirty sectors are substitutes (though potentially imperfect) in the production of the final output.
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Yt is final good production, yjt is production of intermediate good j, Et and Rt are respectively the production of clean and dirty energy, Ljt is labor allocated to sector j, xjit is the production of machine ¯ is an upper bound on what can i in sector j and Ajit is its efficiency, Qt is the stock of dirty energy, Q be added to the stock of dirty energy through R&D, Dt is the amount of dirty energy added to the stock through R&D at time t, sQt is the mass of scientists working in the extraction technology sector and St is environmental quality. , α, α1 , α2 , δ, δS , ξ, ϕ and λ are parameters.



Figure 2: Overall structure of the model The overall structure of the model is depicted in Figure 2.



2.1



Households



There is a mass one of identical households in the economy. Each household is composed of a mass one of workers, entrepreneurs and scientists. Workers work in the production of the intermediate goods, scientists work in one of the three R&D sectors and entrepreneurs produce machines used in the intermediate good sectors. Households maximize lifetime
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utility which is increasing in consumption and in the quality of the environment.2 We assume that utility is separable in consumption and environmental quality. A representative household maximizes:



U=



∞ X t=0



 1−σ  Ct 1 + log(St ) (1 + ρ)t 1 − σ



(1)



¯ is a measure of environmental where Ct is consumption of the final good, St ∈ [0, S] quality, ρ is the discount rate and σ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. The form of the utility function implies that an environmental disaster occurs if environmental quality reaches its lower bound at any time t (i.e., St = 0 for some t). In this case, lifetime utility of the representative household is equal to −∞.



2.2



Final good production



Final output is produced using intermediate goods (inputs) which can either be produced in a clean or dirty sector (in sectors respectively using a non-exhaustible clean energy and an exhaustible dirty source of energy). The final good production function takes the form:   −1 −1  −1 Yt = yct + ydt



(2)



where Yt is the production of the final good, yct is the use of clean input, ydt is the use of dirty input and  is the elasticity of substitution between the dirty and clean input. The market for the final good is competitive. In the rest of this paper, we assume that dirty and clean inputs are substitutes (i.e.,  > 1). This is consistent with the idea that clean and dirty sources of energy are substitutes (though potentially imperfect) in production. 2



We assume perfect risk sharing within households.
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2.3



Intermediate good production



Clean and dirty inputs are produced by competitive firms using labor, machines and one of the two sources of energy.



yct =



Etα2 L1−α ct



1



Z



1 α1 A1−α cit xcit di



(3)



1 α1 A1−α dit xdit di



(4)



0



ydt =



1−α Rtα2 Ldt



1



Z 0



where xjit is the use of machine of type i in sector j (j ∈ {c, d}), Ajit is the energy efficiency of machine i in sector j, Ljt is labor used in sector j (Lct + Ldt ≤ 1), Et is the use of renewable energy and Rt is the use of exhaustible energy in the dirty sector. We assume that α = α1 + α2 . Machines of every types are monopolistically supplied by entrepreneurs and the cost of production in terms of final good of one machine is set to ψ. We normalize ψ = α12 to simplify calculations without loss of generality. Machines are not interchangeable across sectors and are assumed to fully depreciate after one period. Clean energy is produced by competitive firms and dirty energy is extracted from the stock of exhaustible energy available at time t by extraction firms. The cost of production of one unit of renewable energy is equal to φ units of the final good and the cost of extraction of one unit of dirty energy from the stock is equal to c0 .



2.4



Research and Development



Scientists can work in three different sectors. They can do research in the clean (dirty) sector and work on improving the efficiency of clean (dirty) machines. They can also decide to work in the extraction technology sector in which they can improve extraction technologies owned by extractive firms and increase proven reserves. 9



If scientists choose to work in the clean or dirty research sectors, they are randomly allocated to one of the types of machines in this sector. The outcome of their research is uncertain and increases the quality of the machine (Ajit ) by a factor γj with probability ηj (j ∈ {c, d}), i.e., if a scientist is allocated to machine ji at time t, machine ji efficiency is:



Ajit



   (1 + γj )Ajit−1 w.p. ηj =   Ajit−1 w.p. 1 − ηj



(5)



Successful scientists are randomly matched to an entrepreneur and the new “vintage” of the machine replaces the old one. Successful scientists receive a wage equal to the first period monopoly profit on their machine type and entrepreneurs keep the monopoly right on their type of machine until they are replaced by another successful scientistentrepreneur pair. The average machine productivity in sector j evolves according to: Z



1



Ajit di = (1 + ηj γj sjt )Ajt−1



Ajt =



(6)



0



where sjt is the proportion of scientists working in sector j ∈ (c, d) at time t. Scientists can also do research in the extraction technology sector. In this case, they are hired by firms owning the extraction technology and receive a wage WtQ . We model the outcome of improved extraction technology as an increase in the stock of dirty energy which can be extracted at time t (Qt ). We assume that the increase in the stock of dirty energy from research in the extraction technology sector at time t (Dt ) takes the following form:
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¯−D ¯ t )δ Dt = ϕsλQt (Q ¯t = D



t−1 X



Dτ



(7) (8)



τ =0



¯ is an where sQt is the measure of scientists working in the extraction technology sector, Q upper limit on the total amount of dirty energy which can be added to the stock through ¯ t is the cumulative amount of dirty energy which has been added to the R&D3 , and D ¯ −D ¯ t is the amount of dirty energy which can still be added stock up to time t − 1 (i.e., Q to the stock through improvement in extraction technology at time t). λ ∈ (0, 1) and δ > 0 which implies that increasing the stock of dirty energy requires more research for ¯−D ¯ t . This implies that the total cost of production of one unit of oil (including lower Q the research cost) is (weakly) increasing with the cumulative amount of oil extracted in the past, even though extraction costs are assumed to be constant. The stock of dirty energy (Qt ) evolves as:



Qt+1 = Qt − Rt + Dt



(9)



where Rt is dirty energy extracted at time t.



2.5



Environmental quality



The quality of the environment (St ) is influenced by the quantity of the exhaustible and polluting source of energy used in the dirty sector. Use of clean energy has no influence on the level of environmental quality. Environmental quality evolves according to: 3



This can be seen as representing a limit on the total amount of fossil fuel on Earth.
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St+1 = −ξRt + (1 + δS )St



(10)



¯ where ξ measures the impact of the use of exhaustible resources if −ξRt +(1+δS )St ∈ [0, S], on the environment, δS is the regeneration rate at which the environment recovers from pollution and S¯ is an upper bound on environmental quality. If the quality of the environment reaches its lower bound (i.e., 0) at time t < ∞, it remains at the lower bound forever. This coupled with the form of household’s utility function allows for the possibility of an environmental disaster in which the lower bound of environmental quality is reached in finite time t and consumers face negative infinity utility in every period following t (St = 0 is an absorbing state).
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Laissez-faire equilibrium



In this section, we derive the laissez-faire equilibrium of the economy. Under laissez-faire, agents do not internalize the effect of their decisions on environmental quality (pollution externality). An environmental disaster is possible in equilibrium.



3.1



Final good



The final good production sector is competitive so that each of the two inputs is paid its marginal productivity: 1  −1 −1  −1 −1 yjt  Pjt = yct + ydt



where Pjt is the price of intermediate good j at time t. The price ratio of inputs is thus equal to:
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(11)



Pct = Pdt







− 1



yct ydt



(12)



We normalize the price of the final good (Pt ) at any time to 1:



  1 Pt = Pct1− + Pdt1− 1− = 1  1 Pct = 1 − Pdt1− 1−



3.2



(13) (14)



Intermediate goods



Competitive profit-maximizing firms in the clean input sector solve:



max



Lct ,xcit ,Et



Pct Etα2 L1−α ct



1



Z



1 α1 A1−α cit xcit



1



Z



pcit xcit di − φEt



di − wt Ldt −



(15)



0



0



where pcit is the price of machines of type i in the clean sector at time t and wt is the wage paid to workers. First-order conditions imply:



wt = (1 −



α)Pct Etα2 L−α ct



Z



1 1 α1 A1−α cit xcit di



(16)



0



 1 Pct α2 1−α 1−α1 = α1 E L Acit pcit t ct 1   1 Z 1  1−α 2 Pct 1−α 1−α2 1−α1 α1 = α2 Lct Acit xcit di φ 0 



xcit Et



(17) (18)



Profit maximization is similar in the dirty sector.



max



Ldt ,xdit ,Rt



Pdt Rtα2 L1−α dt



Z



1 1 α1 A1−α dit xdit



Z di − wt Ldt −



0



pdit xdit di − Rt PRt 0
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1



(19)



where pdit is the price of machines of type i in the dirty sector at time t and PRt is the price of dirty energy. First-order conditions give:



wt = (1 −



α)Pdt Rtα2 L−α dt



Z



1 1 α1 A1−α dit xdit di



(20)



0



xdit Rt



3.3



  1 Pdt α2 1−α 1−α1 = α1 R L Adit pdit t dt 1   1 Z 1  1−α 2 Pdt 1−α 1−α2 1−α1 α1 = Ldt α2 Adit xdit di PRt 0



(21) (22)



Machine producers



Each type of machine (in both sectors) is monopolistically produced by one entrepreneur. For each machine type, only the entrepreneur holding a patent on the vintage with the highest efficiency produces, i.e., the entrepreneur who was matched with the most recently successful scientist working on this kind of machine. Using the demand function for any type of machine in each sector and full depreciation of machines after one period, we can write the (static) optimization problem of entrepreneurs as:



max xjit (pjit − ψ) pjit



(23)



The first-order condition and the assumption that ψ = α12 imply the following prices for machines of type i in each sector:



pcit = pdit = α1
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(24)



3.4



Allocation of scientists



Scientist can choose between three different occupations. They can work in the dirty, clean or extraction technology sectors. The decision of scientists is driven by the expected wage that they receive in these three sectors. Scientists working in the clean or dirty sector who successfully increase the productivity of the machine that they are allocated to are randomly matched with an entrepreneur. The entrepreneur receives a monopoly right on the new vintage of the machine in exchange for a wage paid to the successful scientist (scientists do not directly produce machines so that the mass of scientists is equal to one in every period). We assume that the wage is equal to the first-period profit on that particular machine.4 Scientists who are not successful do not receive a wage. Combining Equations (17), (21), (23) and (24), the wage for a successful scientist doing research on machine i at time t can be computed as:



1−α πcit = α1 (1 − α1 )Acit Pct Etα2 Lct



1  1−α



πdit = α1 (1 − α1 )Adit Pdt Rtα2 L1−α dt



1



1  1−α



1



in the clean sector



(25)



in the dirty sector



(26)



When scientists choose to work in one of these two sectors, they are randomly allocated to one of the machines in the chosen sector. The expected wage for a scientist can be computed as follows:



Πct = ηc (1 + γc )α1 (1 − α1 ) Pct Etα2 L1−α ct



1  1−α



Πdt = ηd (1 + γd )α1 (1 − α1 ) Pdt Rtα2 L1−α dt 4



1



1  1−α



1



Act−1 in the clean sector



(27)



Adt−1 in the dirty sector



(28)



Assuming any other split of the surplus between scientists and entrepreneurs would not qualitatively change our results as long as the wage is not higher than the first period profit.
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Scientists working in the extraction technology sector receive a wage equal to WtQ from the firm endowed with the extraction technology for which they are doing R&D. In equilibrium, scientists work in the sector with the highest expected wage.



3.5



Extractive industry



There is a mass one of firms which are endowed with the extraction technology and an equal share of the initial stock of dirty energy (Q0 ). The optimization problem of a representative firm endowed with the extraction technology can be written as:



max



Qt+1 ,Rt



∞ X t=0



1 Qt−1 j=0 (1 + rj+1 )



!



h i PRt Rt − c0 Rt − WtQ sQt



(29) (30)



s.t.



Qt+1 = Qt − Rt + Dt



(31)



¯−D ¯ t )δ Dt = ϕsλQt (Q



(32)



¯t = D



t−1 X



Dτ



(33)



τ =0



Qt ≥ 0



(34)



¯t ≤ Q ¯ D



(35)



First-order conditions imply:



1 + rt+1 =



PRt+1 − c0 PRt − c0 1



¯−D ¯ t )δ  1−λ (PRt − c0 )ϕλ(Q = WtQ 



sQt



(36)



where rt+1 is the interest rate.
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(37)



Hotelling rule holds in our model (Equation (36)) as the price of the dirty energy minus its extraction cost increases at the rate of interest (Hotelling (1931)). We can also notice that the demand for scientists in the extraction technology sector is increasing in the price of the dirty energy (PRt ) and in the quantity of dirty energy which remains to ¯−D ¯ t ). be discovered through improvement in extraction technologies (Q Household optimization also implies that the interest rate has to satisfy the following condition:  Ct+1 =



1 + rt+1 1+ρ



 σ1 Ct



(38)



We are now ready to define the equilibrium. Equilibrium Definition: An equilibrium is a sequence of intermediate good prices (Pct , Pdt ), prices of machines (pcit , pdit ), wages (wt , WtQ ), interest rates (rt ), prices of dirty energy (PRt ), worker allocations (Lct , Ldt ), scientist allocations (sct , sdt , sQt ), stocks of dirty energy (Qt ≥ 0), increases in the stock of dirty energy from R&D in the extraction sector (Dt ), demand for final good (Yt ), machines (xcit , xdit ) and energy (Et , Rt ) and ¯ such that at every time t: environmental quality (St ∈ [0, S])



1. Given prices, final good producers, oil producers and intermediate good producers maximize their profit 2. (pjit , xjit ) maximizes the profit of the producer of machine i in sector j at time t 3. Scientists maximize their expected wage 4. Households maximize their utility ignoring pollution externality 5. Qt evolves according to Qt+1 = Qt − Rt + Dt and



Pt



0



¯ Dt ≤ Q



6. Environmental quality evolves according to: St+1 = (1 + δS )St − ξRt 17



7. Markets clear: i. Lct + Ldt = 1 ii. sct + sdt + sQt = 1 hR i 1 iii. Yt = Ct + ψ 0 xcit + xdit di + φEt + c0 Rt



3.6



Model dynamics



In this section, we highlight some of the noteworthy features of the dynamics of our model. We focus on oil as the dirty source of energy as it is currently the main primary energy source in the world energy mix (BP (2013)). We set the length of one period to five years. We compute the transition dynamics to the balanced growth path in a laissez-faire equilibrium.5 We use the values in Acemoglu et al. (2012) for the parameters which are common to our models.6 We also use initial conditions for R0 , Q0 , yc0 and yd0 .7 Dirty energy stock and production respectively correspond to proven reserves and extraction of oil. We calibrate the parameter values for the cost of production of clean energy (φ), the cost of production of dirty energy (c0 ), parameters related to the extraction technology sector (i.e., ϕ, δ and λ) as well as the pollution rate parameter ξ. We choose those values to match oil extraction over the period 2007-2011, the level of oil reserves in 2012, the share of clean energy in total energy production over the period 2002-2006 and to be broadly consistent with the ratio of oil production cost to oil price over the period 2002-2006. Data on oil production, oil reserves, oil prices and energy mix are taken from 5 When more than one allocation of scientists is possible, we select the equilibrium with scientists allocated to the highest number of sectors. We also favor equilibria with scientists in the clean sector rather than in the dirty sector when both are feasible. 6 A complete description of how these values are obtained is given in the online appendix of Acemoglu et al. (2012). 7 Initial conditions for yc0 and yd0 are taken from Acemoglu et al. (2012). R0 and Q0 are taken from the BP Statistical Review 2013. All values relate to the period 2002-2006.
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Figure 3: Laissez-faire equilibrium: baseline parameter values the BP Statistical Review 2013. An approximation of the cost of extraction of oil is obtained from the US Energy Information Administration. Our choice of ξ is such that an environmental disaster would arise in 1000 years if current oil extraction level was maintained. The upper bound on environmental quality is normalized to one and we assume that the economy starts with an environmental quality equal to the upper bound. Parameter values and initial conditions are reported in Table 1. From Figure 3, we can first notice that our model is able to replicate the observed trend in oil production and proven reserve data, i.e., increasing oil proven reserves and extraction. Oil proven reserves increase over the first periods through R&D in extraction technology which more than compensate for the production of oil. Oil extraction and 19



Source Final goods production functions 



3



α α1 α2



1 3



0.2842 0.0491



φ ψ c0



0.3182 0.0808 0.0511



ρ (annual) σ



0.001 2



ξ S¯ δS



0.0888 1 0.0118



ηc ηd γc γd λ δ ϕ ¯ Q



0.02 0.02 1 1 0.3716 0.3937 0.3877 1



yc0 yd0 R0 S0 Q0 ¯0 D



0.3078 Acemoglu et al. (2012) 1.8933 Acemoglu et al. (2012) 0.1453 BP Statistical Review 2013 1 1.3215 BP Statistical Review 2013 0



Intermediate goods production functions Acemoglu et al. (2012) Acemoglu et al. (2012) Acemoglu et al. (2012)



Production costs (machines and energy) Acemoglu et al. (2012)



Utility function



Environmental quality



Acemoglu et al. (2012)



Research and Development Acemoglu Acemoglu Acemoglu Acemoglu



et et et et



al. al. al. al.



(2012) (2012) (2012) (2012)



Initial conditions



¯ are expressed in 1012 barrels of oil. R0 , Q0 and Q



Table 1: Baseline parameter values for laissez-faire equilibrium
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proven reserves eventually go down as the outcome of research in extraction technology decreases8 and as the price of oil goes up. Most general equilibrium models of climate change cannot replicate these two trends and especially the evolution of proven reserves over time. Most papers assume an initial stock of exhaustible energy which is depleted over time. This of course implies weakly decreasing reserves. In addition, assuming a higher initial stock of dirty energy with increasing extraction costs would not correspond to our model with an additional research sector in extraction technologies. Since we explicitly model the direction of technical change, the social cost of a scientist allocated to the extraction technology is not only the additional pollution from increased reserves of oil but also the resulting absence of innovation in pollution-reducing technologies. A few interesting dynamics can be observed in Figure 3. First the allocation of scientists is directed to two sectors only: dirty machines and extraction technology. This is due to the fact that initial efficiency in the clean sector is too low relative to the other two sectors to attract scientists in a laissez-faire equilibrium.9 Scientist allocation to the ¯−D ¯t extraction technology sector first increases and then decreases since decreasing Q eventually more than offsets the positive effect of increasing oil price on demand for scientist from the extraction sector (see Equation (37)). Eventually no scientists are allocated to this sector. In addition, the initial relative backwardness of clean energy in terms of efficiency is further reinforced by research being directed to dirty energy and implies that no scientists are allocated to the clean energy in a laissez-faire equilibrium. The initial conditions that we use are based on real-world data in which systems of taxes (or credits) on dirty sources of energy and subsidies to clean energy are already implemented. What our numerical example shows is that, if intervention is ended, the economy would initially resort to relatively more dirty energy (energy mix is initially 8 9



By finiteness of resources on Earth, the outcome of research in extraction technology is also limited. The relative efficiency of clean and dirty sector is calibrated from initial conditions (data).
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slightly decreasing in Figure 3). Research is biased in favor of the relatively more advanced machine research sector (i.e., dirty machines) and increased production of the final good (and of consumption) relies on increased demand for the (more efficient) dirty intermediate good which in turn requires a higher extraction of oil. As time goes by, oil price increases leading to a decrease in the demand for oil and eventually to an increase in the share of clean energy used in production. These results tend to already suggest that if one wants the clean sector to develop at all, an intervention through taxes or subsidies is required.



3.7



¯ Comparative dynamics: Q



In this section, we study changes in equilibrium dynamics when we change the extraction technology R&D parameters. In particular, we look at how the dynamics of our model is altered when we consider different values for the total amount of oil which can be added ¯ When we set to proven reserves through improvements in extraction technologies (Q). ¯ = 0, our model corresponds to a model of directed technical change with only two Q ¯ = 0 research sectors, i.e., research on clean machines and dirty machines. Indeed, Q implies that there is no demand for scientists in the extraction technology sector since the outcome of research in this sector would be zero. This allows us to compare laissez-faire ¯ and in particular to compare our model with research equilibria for different values of Q in extraction technology to other models in the literature (such as Acemoglu et al. (2012)) ¯ = 0 in which do not take this additional sector into account (and hence implicitly set Q our more general framework). ¯ Q ¯ = 0, In Figure 4, we can see the equilibrium dynamics for three different values of Q: ¯ = 0.5 and Q ¯ = 1. Of course, when Q ¯ = 0, sQt = 0 ∀t. In this case, initial conditions Q imply that the clean sector is sufficiently backward relative to the dirty sector for all ¯ > 0, scientists are scientists to be allocated to the dirty sector in equilibrium. When Q 22



¯ Figure 4: Laissez-faire equilibrium for different values of Q
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initially allocated to both dirty and extraction technologies until there is no more oil to ¯ −D ¯ t = 0 (the higher Q, ¯ the later Q ¯ −D ¯ t = 0). be “discovered” through R&D, i.e., until Q ¯ is Then, all scientists switch to the dirty sector. This switch is even more delayed when Q ¯ use relatively more dirty energy high. Regarding oil extraction, economies with higher Q in production at any time. This is also reflected in the evolution of the energy mix which ¯ Higher levels of Q ¯ lead to a higher level of increases more slowly for higher values of Q. pollution at every period which is reflected in the evolution of environmental quality.



3.8



Comparative dynamics: discount rate ρ



Much of the recent debate about optimal climate change policy and especially about its intensity and timing has revolved around the choice of the discount rate. This debate can be summarized by the two opposite recommendations by Stern (2007) who advocates an immediate and extensive intervention (using a “relatively low” discount rate) and Nordhaus (2007, 2008) who favors a more limited and gradual intervention (using a higher discount rate). We report the equilibrium dynamics for two different values of the (annual) discount rate: ρ = 0.001 (as in the baseline numerical example) and ρ = 0.01. Results are reported in Figure 5. We can see that the equilibrium dynamics are similar under the two different discount rates.



4



Optimal environmental policy



As the numerical examples reported in Section 3.7 show, taking into account potential research in extraction technologies has an impact on the evolution of environmental quality in equilibrium. This suggests that improvements in extraction technologies which result in increased reserves of dirty energy should not be ignored when one is thinking about
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Figure 5: Laissez-faire equilibrium for different discount rates ρ
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the structure and timing of climate change policy. The idea that an increase in prices of fossil fuels, and in particular oil, resulting from the depletion of reserves should be favorable to the development of alternative sources of clean energy is not necessarily true in the short term. Indeed, as we show in our model and as the recent trends tend to confirm, depletion of oil coupled with oil price increase leads in the short run to research in extraction technologies which allow extraction companies to use unconventional sources of oil and hence increase the stock of fossil fuel which is actually available. This implies that research is directed to extraction technologies and leads to a more extensive use of fossil fuel production in the short run. As a result, proven reserves can initially increase as observed in the data and oil can be used as the primary source of energy for an extended time (and hence cumulative pollution is potentially higher than in an economy in which no research can be allocated to extraction technologies). In addition, the development of the clean energy sector is postponed as oil can remain the main source of energy for a longer period. This potentially creates an additional motive for government intervention through climate change policy as a reduction in the amount of research directed to extraction technologies compared to the laissez-faire equilibrium may be optimal. Our goal is to try to give new insights on two aspects of the climate change policy debate. We first study how the timing and intensity of optimal government intervention is altered when extraction technology R&D is taken into account. We also investigate the structure of the optimal policy in terms of the relative use of the available policy instruments. We assume two policy instruments: a proportional carbon tax on extraction of oil (τt ) and a subsidy on research in the clean sector (θt ). Proceeds from taxes and subsidies are redistributed and financed by lump sum transfers. The maximization problem of a firm in the extraction sector becomes:
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max



Qt+1 ,Rt



∞ X t=0



1 Qt−1 j=0 (1 + rj+1 )



!



h i (PRt (1 − τt ) − c0)Rt − WtQ sQt



(39) (40)



s.t.



Qt+1 = Qt − Rt + Dt



(41)



¯−D ¯ t )δ Dt = ϕsλQt (Q



(42)



¯t = D



t−1 X



Dτ



(43)



τ =0



Qt ≥ 0



(44)



¯t ≤ Q ¯ D



(45)



The corresponding first-order conditions for a firm in the extractive industry are given by:



PRt+1 (1 − τt+1 ) − c0 PRt (1 − τt ) − c0 1  ¯−D ¯ t )δ  1−λ (PRt (1 − τt ) − c0 )ϕλ(Q



(46)



1 + rt+1 = sQt =



(47)



WtQ



The expected profit of a scientist in the clean research sector is given by:



1−α Πct = (1 + θt )ηc (1 + γc )α1 (1 − α1 ) Pct Etα2 Lct



1  1−α



1



Act−1



(48)



The optimal environmental policy is determined from the following optimization problem:10 10



In order to avoid any influence from the monopoly distortion in the machine production sector on the optimal environmental policy, we assume that it is corrected through an optimal subsidy at every period. We also assume that the economy starts with no carbon tax and research subsidy.
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max



{θt ,τt }



∞ X t=0



 1−σ  1 Ct + log(St ) (1 + ρ)t 1 − σ



(49) (50)



s.t.



Qt+1 = Qt − Rt + Dt



(51)



St+1 = (1 + δS )St − ξRt



(52)



¯ St ∈ [0, S]



(53)



Given policies, prices and allocations constitute an equilibrium



Before analyzing the results of our numerical example, we first discuss the potential effects of the two policy instruments on the equilibrium. The carbon tax in this model can be used for two different purposes. First, it has a direct effect on the price of oil. Increasing the carbon tax leads to an increase in the equilibrium price of oil for intermediate good producers and hence in a decrease in the extraction rate. This implies that the carbon tax can be used by the planner to implement the optimal level of oil extraction. This optimal level is in turn a function of two different factors: pollution and oil scarcity. First, oil production generates a pollution externality that the planner may want to correct by choosing a level of extraction which is lower than in the laissez-faire equilibrium. In addition, the optimal level of oil production is also a function of oil scarcity. Here, the planner chooses the intertemporal allocation of the stock of oil to production. The second effect of the carbon tax is on the allocation of scientists and especially on their allocation to the extraction sector. It is clear from Equation (47) that an increase in the carbon tax decreases the allocation of scientists to the extraction sector ceteris paribus. The planner may want to decrease R&D to this sector as it leads to an increase in the stock of potential future pollution (i.e., more proven reserves means more available oil and hence 28



¯ Figure 6: Optimal environmental policy as a function of Q pollution). However, oil scarcity implies that the planner may not want to totally prevent research in extraction technologies. In addition, the only way to totally prevent research in this sector using carbon tax is to set the carbon tax to 100% which would lead to no oil extraction and significantly decreased output in the short run. On the other hand, the research subsidy can also be used to redirect research from the dirty and extraction sector to the clean research sector.11 ¯ (0, 0.5 Figure 6 shows the optimal environmental policy for three different values of Q ¯ = 0 corresponds to a model without an extraction research sector. and 1). The case with Q 11



We restrict the clean subsidy to be finite and not to exceed the total production of final good in the economy at every period.
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In this case, the optimal environmental policy only corrects the pollution externality by decreasing the relative use of oil in production. This is done by setting a positive carbon tax and research subsidy. The carbon tax directly affects the use of oil in production in the current period. Both lower oil production and research subsidy tend to redirect researchers from dirty to clean sector. This, in turn, increases the productivity of clean machines and hence the relative use of clean energy in production in subsequent periods. Our results are consistent with Acemoglu et al. (2012) who show that, even though it alone may redirect research to clean energy, it is not optimal to rely exclusively on carbon tax as it would have excessive distortionary effects on current consumption. The optimal environmental policy uses a mix of carbon taxes and research subsidies. Compared to the ¯ = 0, the optimal allocation uses more clean energy. All laissez-faire equilibrium with Q scientists are allocated to the clean sector. This is obtained by setting a relatively high and increasing carbon tax (the carbon tax is maintained forever) and temporary research subsidies. ¯ > 0), the optimal When we allow for research in the extraction sector (i.e., when Q environmental policy integrates additional externalities to be corrected. In addition to controlling the level of pollution through the determination of the intertemporal extraction of oil, the optimal policy also takes into account the potential increase in oil reserves from research in extraction technologies. In the laissez-faire equilibrium, scientists do not internalize the effect of research in the extraction sector on future potential pollution. In addition, research in the extraction sector diverts scientists from research in productivity enhancing technologies (clean or dirty) and their associated knowledge externalities. Both policy instruments can be used to decrease the level of research in the extraction sector. However, it is not necessarily optimal to bring it to zero for two main reasons. First, it may require too high a cost in terms of current production (if carbon tax is used to deter research in the extraction sector) or unfeasible levels of research subsidies (an infinite
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subsidy to clean research would be needed to lead to no research in the extraction sector when τt < 1). Second, oil scarcity may imply that it is optimal to allow for research in extraction technologies in order to increase oil reserves and oil production over time (even if it is optimal to use less oil in production in the short term). ¯ increase. Figure 6 shows how the optimal environmental policy evolves as one lets Q ¯ is positive, scientists are allocated to the extraction and clean sectors for the When Q first few periods. There is no research in the dirty sector. We can notice that the high cost of redirecting research to the clean sector is not the only reason for the presence of scientists in the extraction sector. This can be seen from the evolution of the carbon ¯ increases. Higher Q ¯ are associated with lower levels of carbon taxes and more tax as Q intensive use of oil which indicates that oil scarcity is a binding constraint. By letting some scientists work in the extraction sector, the planner can decrease the scarcity of oil and use relatively more fossil fuel in production and hence increase consumption. However, the results show that the allocation of scientists to the extraction sector is much lower than in the laissez-faire equilibrium and that the optimal energy mix involves relatively more clean energy. Allocating most of the scientists to the clean sector requires high ¯ > 0, i.e., in a model with research in extraction technologies. research subsidies when Q In addition, a lower carbon tax also implies a higher return to R&D for extraction firms which also increases the subsidies required to redirect scientists to the clean sector. As a consequence, higher levels of subsidies over an extended period of time are needed to ¯ increases. attain the optimal allocation as Q Our results show that, when research in the extraction sector is allowed, the optimal environmental policy uses significantly higher research subsidies and lower carbon taxes. Ignoring research in extraction technologies can lead to suboptimal climate policy and, in particular, to an excessive use of carbon tax and inefficiently low research subsidies. Figure 7 shows the environmental policy for a higher discount rate (1%). The results
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Figure 7: Optimal environmental policy with ρ = 0.01
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are similar to those obtained with a low discount rate. Not taking the existence of research ¯ = 0 as in the current literature) in extraction technologies into account (i.e., imposing Q leads to carbon tax that are too high and research subsidies that are too low. This is true regardless of the discount rate used.
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Conclusion



Since the early 1990s, the economic literature on climate change has quite extensively studied the question of optimal environmental policy in terms of timing, intensity and policy instruments. Recently, models of directed technical change have investigated the endogenous response of R&D in clean energy to changes in energy prices and climate change policy. However, none of these models are able to replicate the joint increase in oil extraction and proven reserves which is observed in the data. This common trend in both production and oil reserves seems to imply that there must exist an incentive for oil companies to engage in research to increase their reserves. As a consequence, increasing oil prices do not necessarily redirect research to clean energies in the short term. This paper proposes a general equilibrium model of climate change with increasing oil reserves as the endogenous outcome of R&D. Our model is able to replicate the recent trend in oil extraction and proven reserves and investigates how the optimal environmental policy is altered when research in clean energy is competing with research directed to raising the level of proven reserves. Potential scarcity of oil implies that the optimal policy does not necessarily rule out any increase in proven reserves over time. It nevertheless faces a trade-off between higher production from initially more efficient dirty energy, additional pollution and diversion of scientists from research in alternative energies to extraction technologies. Our numerical results show that carbon tax is primarily used to regulate the level of oil production
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and that oil scarcity acts as a binding constraint to the planner (research in extraction technologies in the optimal allocation). On the other hand, clean research subsidies are used to direct research to clean energy. When research can be directed to extraction technologies, the required subsidy increases and lasts for an extended period of time. Overall, our results imply that the existence of research aimed at increasing proven reserves has a non-negligible impact on the structure of the optimal environmental policy. Models ignoring the existence of research in extraction technologies lead to a suboptimal use of policy instruments. In particular, they imply carbon taxes that are too high and research subsidies that are too low. We also show that our results are robust to changes in the discount rate.
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